THE ANGLO-NORMAN COINS IN THE UPPSALA
UNIVERSITY CABINET
By MICHAEL DOLLEY
THE rich collection of Anglo-Saxon pence in the collection of Sweden's oldest university
has long been familiar to serious students of the later series thanks to Holm's printed catalogue, 1 but to the best of the present writer's knowledge its seven Anglo-Norman pennies have
never before been illustrated or even cited. The omission has been frankly unfortunate inasmuch as three of the coins appear to be completely unpublished. They furnish us, moreover,
with a new mint for a reign, and with two new mints and three new moneyers for their respective types, while one or two of the remaining coins which are known prove to be not completely without interest. We may begin by listing the seven coins in the order of the British
Museum Catalogue:—
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BMC
Type I (North 839)
(1) Romney (RV), Wulfmser. 19-8 gr. (1-28 g.) Die-axis 0°.
The coin is from the same dies as BMC 39-41 and Stockholm SGBI 9, and like virtually every other
known coin of the mint and type probably derives ultimately from the eighteenth-century Denge
Marsh (Dungeness) hoard from England (Inventory
: Metcalf, NC 1957, p. 186). [Fig. 1, a],
1

S. Holm, Studier ofver Uppsala Universitets Anglosaxiska

Myntsamling,

Uppsala, 1917.
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BMC Type II (North 842)
(2) Lincoln (LINCOL), Gifel. 13-9 gr. (0-90 g.) Die-axis 0°.
The coin is from the same dies as BMC 94 and a coin in the Sir Francis Hill cabinet. Again we m a y
perhaps suspect a non-Swedish provenance. [Fig. 1, b],
BMC Type V (North 845)
(3) Hastings (IESIN), Dunic ( = Dunning). 21-3 gr. (1-38 g.) Die-axis 180°.
The coin is a die-duplicate of a post-BMC acquisition in the English National Collection (cf. BNJ
X X V I I I , ii (1956), p. 257, no. 150), and presumably of a coin in the Yorkshire Museum as well.
[Fig. 1, c].
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BMC Type III (North 853)
(4) Lincoln (LIN), Folcserd. 19-8 gr. (1-28 g.). Die-axis 180°.
The coin does not appear to be f r o m any of the seven obverse and five reverse dies recorded in the
main text of Mr. H . R . Mossop's great corpus of coins of the Lincoln mint. I t would begin to seem
t h a t b y now the mint was starting to regain something of its pristine importance even if there cannot
be detected as yet any increase in its quota of moneyers. [Fig. 2, a],
BMC Type IV (North 854)
(5) London (LVNDI), . . red. 21-0 gr. (1-36 g.) pierced. Die-axis 270°.
The name of the moneyer is almost certainly to be restored B V B E D . A moneyer Thured or Thored
is known a t the mint early in the succeeding reign (cf. coins then in the Lockett and R o t h cabinets
cited b y Brooke in BMC), and a t London at this period there is an unusual paucity of -red moneyers.
As regards such possible alternatives as Alfred, Lifred and Uhtred, there does not seem to be
sufficient room for a prototheme composed of more t h a n two letters, while the last two moneyers
chronologically appear even more remote—at least as regards their extant coins. [Fig. 2, b].
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The only coin of this king noted in the Uppsala cabinet appeared to be an electrotype. I t
was of BMC Type I I I (North 859), the mint being Salisbury (SERI), and the moneyer Osbern.
The model was presumably the alleged cast which Brooke in BMC noted as being in the
L. A. Lawrence collection, but it could have been an original unknown to Brooke and to
North—and to the present writer. The loose end is one that could very profitably be investigated and tidied in by a Henry I specialist.
STEPHEN

BMC Type II (North 878)
(6) Dorchester (DOE), Thor. 20.1 grains (1-30 g.). Die-axis 0°.
Neither Brooke (in either BMC or English Coins) nor North give Dorchester as a mint for the reign.
To complicate the m a t t e r , the name Thor is one sufficiently rare on coins of the Norman period.
With spellings BOB, DOEE and DOVE it is found at York under William I , and the spelling T h v B occurs
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a t Gloucester a t the very end of the reign of Henry I. Otherwise a moneyer with this name is found
only under Stephen and then only at Norwich, in BMC Type VI (North 879) allegedly with spelling
THOK (BNJ X X X V (1966), p. 54, no. 91), and in BMC Type VII (North 881) with spelling certainly
THOR (ibid., p. 57, no. 118(e) cf. BNJ X X V I I I , iii (1957), p. 550 and BMC 207). The attribution of
the Uppsala coin to Dorchester is discussed below. [Fig. 3].
(7) Durham (dTO), Thurstan. 21-6 gr. (1-40 g.). Die-axis 90°.
Durham would seem to be certainly new as a mint for the type, and Thurstan is not otherwise known
as a moneyer for the mint, though he might conceivably be the Turstan who had struck at York in
the preceding issue (cf. BMC 135 & 136 etc.)—an unfortunate omission from p. I l l of the tables which
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conclude Commander R . P. Mack's recent massive survey of Stephen's coinage ( B N J X X X V ( 1966),
pp. 38-112) b u t not f r o m the main text. The name, however, is one common in north-eastern England
in the late Saxon and Norman period. To be noted is the absence f r o m the obverse type of the inner
circle, a feature which is believed to indicate a late date within the issue, b u t the question of the date
of Stephen Type I I is reserved for fuller discussion below. Another remarkable and perhaps unique
feature is the sceptre-handle constructed of pellets. [Fig. 4],

Of the Anglo-Norman coins in the Uppsala University cabinet, it is undoubtedly the two
last which are of outstanding importance. On p. 49 of Commander Mack's survey just
mentioned, for example, we find the statement 'The only firm evidence we have for dating
Type 2 [i.e. BMC Type II] is that the mints were all in the eastern half of the country or,
at any rate, that part held by the Royalists'. In the same tenor, and even more recently,
Mr. R. Seaman has observed 'Types I I and VI come from Eastern England only . . .' ( S C M B ,
February 1968, p. 61). The mints in question prove to be Bedford, Bury St. Edmunds,
Canterbury, Castle Rising, Colchester, Dover, Hastings, Ipswich, Lewes, London, Norwich,
Pevensey, Rye, Sandwich and Thetford, and to this list Durham and more especially
Dorchester cannot but be considered disconcerting additions.
Are the two anomalous coins correctly attributed? Thor is not perhaps the name one
would expect in a West Saxon context, and it is just a little disquieting that a moneyer with
the same name should be found striking at Norwich in BMC Types VI and VII, the mintsignature differing only by one letter (NOR for DOR). On the other hand, and the point is a
material one, a Thur was striking at Gloucester in the 1130s, and the roll of post-Conquest
moneyers at Dorchester already includes a number of names of Scandinavian origin—Osbern,
Oter and Swegn supplanting, as it were, the impeccably English iElfget, Godwine and Lifric.
I t may well be, too, that Thor is a hypocoristic form of a dithematic name compounded with
the prototheme Thor—, and Turchil is a Bristol moneyer of the reign, while under Henry I
we find a moneyer of the same name at Wareham, and a moneyer Tur . . . at Wilton. On this
evidence, then, we are hardly justified in suggesting that the name Thor in itself warrants
suspicion when found in an apparent West Saxon context. The mint-signature DOR is impeccable for Dorchester, and it does seem to smack of special pleading to postulate misattribution in order to buttress up a pseudo-historical argument of very suspect validity.
Hoard-evidence material to the question is really quite extraordinarily sparse, and it does
not seem to have occurred to some "writers on the period that the absence of coins of Stephen
Type I I from mints in Western England could be due simply and solely to the accident of
discovery. 1 In this connection we may look again at the attribution to Durham of the second
of the Uppsala coins. Thurstan, as we have seen, is a name that occasions no remark in a
Northumbrian context at this period, and DVN as a mint-signature for Durham in the reign
of Stephen is precisely what we might have expected. I t is difficult, then, to fault the Durham
attribution, and Durham lies just as far as Dorchester outside the area of the previously
recorded mints of Type II. On balance, then, the numismatist must accept the realities of
the situation, and so prepare to jettison if necessary the perhaps too ingenious chronological
argument that Type I I must have been struck at a time when Stephen's authority was confined to that part of England south of the Wash and east of Southampton Water.
1
There is documentary evidence, too, which
does suggest t h a t the Dorchester mint was operating
either under Stephen or early in the reign of Henry
I I , cf. D. F . Allen, BMC 'Tealby', p. exxx. Thor
is not one of t h e two moneyers named, b u t t h e
probability must be t h a t he was earlier. If, then,

t h e Dorchester mint can be assumed f r o m the
written record to have been active in t h e 1150s,
the case for t h e Thor coin being correctly appropriated in the late 1140s m a y seem very considerably strengthened.
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I t has long been recognized that Stephen Type I I is in some way intermediate between
Type I and Type VII, but enough weight perhaps has not been given to the evidence that it
belongs late rather than early within that bracket. What arguments can be adduced that
it is early ? The principal one is that there exists a mule between an apparently regular Type I
obverse and a normal Type I I reverse, but so little of the obverse type appears on the unusually
badly centred flan that pontification as to regularity may seem a little dangerous. There is,
moreover, some reason to think that coins of Type I continued to be struck at some mints
long after its supersession at other mints by Types III, IV, and V in particular. The same argument can be used to dispose of the circumstance that the Sheldon hoard contained forgeries
of Type I I alongside an overwhelming preponderance of coins of Type I. On the other hand,
a hoard such as Linton must suggest that Type I I preceded Type VI, while a mule indicates
pretty clearly that Type VI immediately preceded Type VII. One is inclined, too, to accept
the Nottingham hoard as evidence that Type I was still current and universal in 1041—a
distinction must surely be drawn between the irregular coins present in that find and Types
II-VI, just as conspicuously absent. Thus, we are probably justified in placing the inception
of Type I I at some uncertain date after 1141, while there are obvious difficulties in the way
of our supposing Type VI to have begun more than a year or so after 1150. There is in consequence a period amounting to virtually a decade within which Type I I sits rather uneasily,
and the following table has been drawn up to show why it is the opinion of the present writer
that Type I I belongs late rather than early within that bracket:—

Known in Type I

+

+
+
+

+

+
D

MINTS AND MONEYERS
OF BMC T Y P E I I
Bedford, Tomas
Bury St Edmunds,

Ace
Hunfrei

Canterbury, Edward
Regier
Castle Rising, Redbert
Colcliester, Randulf
Dorchester, Thor
Dover, Adam
Durham, Thurstan
Hastings, Aldred
Ipswich, iEdgar
Edmund
Germans
Gillibert
Osbern
Lewes,
Elmar
Osebern
London, Edward
Gefrei
Godard
Hamund
Rodbert
Tierri D

Known in Type VI and/or

+
+

+
+
+

+
+

+
+
+

VII
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Known in Type VI and/or

mule only

+

Etstan
Hermer
Raul
Stanehil
Pevensey, Ahvine
Eye, Rawulf
Sandwich, Wulfrie
Thetford, Baldewin
Hacun

VII

Nonoich,

+
+
+
+

I t will be seen that there are only 8 links with BMC Type I but no fewer than 14 with Types
VI and VII. The disproportion is the more remarkable when it is borne in mind that extant
coins of BMC Type I far outnumber those of Types VI and V I I combined. Commander Mack,
for example, lists 140 varieties of legend for BMC Type I against only 94 for Types VI and
VII together. If, too, one takes account of minor varieties of legend the discrepancy between
the two totals is even more pronounced. The natural inference is that Type I I is very close
to Type VII, and it may well be that Type VI is a relatively ephemeral transitional coinage
bridging the year or two at most between them. One is left wondering, indeed, whether one
would be all that wrong in suggesting for Type I I a period of issue beginning in the late 1140s
and extending a year or so into the early 1150s. From 1146 onwards, it must be remembered,
the tide was beginning to run strongly in Stephen's favour, and after 1148 the withdrawal
of the Empress Matilda from England meant that the final restoration of central authority
could only be a matter of time.
In conclusion the writer would express his indebtedness to the authorities of the University
Coin Cabinet at Uppsala who gave him every facility for the study of their coins, and who
have very kindly allowed their publication here. Thanks are also due to the Keeper of the
Royal Swedish Coin Cabinet, Forste antikvarie fil. dr. N. L. Rasmusson, who introduced
him to the collection, and to Forste fotograf N. G. Lagergren of the Statens Historiska Museum
for the enlarged direct photographs that illustrate this note. Nor should one neglect to thank
Forste antikvarie fil. lie. L. 0 . Lagerqvist who made the arrangements for the excursion
from Stockholm and ensured that the day would be as pleasant as profitable. Last but not
least Mr. F. Elmore Jones has been good enough to give his views on the two pieces belonging
to a series which he has made peculiarly his own, and, while no responsibility can attach
to him for the present paper, without the benefit of his observations it must surely have been
very much the poorer.

